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is a one-click solution to convert and burn movie files to a compatible DVD that can be played on your home DVD player. VCD backup To prevent problems in the event of a crash, Easy CD allows you to back up any files in a special format, such as ISO. For example, if you need to recover a video file that you have burned, and if the
disc was connected to a DVD player or computer without a file system, you can convert the files on your computer to files on a DVD disc. This will also allow you to make the necessary changes in your player to play DVD files. Recovery EasyCD has a simple and clear interface for data recovery. For more efficient work, all functions are
translated into Russian, while the name is remembered for all supported formats. Hard drive replacement EASYCD is a new product from Apacer that allows you to replace existing hard drives with new ones, with a complete installation of the operating system. EASICD allows you to write back to a hard drive from a disc without any
additional steps. Thanks to this, you can immediately start using your computer without any problems. Copy without data loss If, when copying files to disk, you notice that the file has some kind of inconsistency, you can always open the backup file and check it. Thanks to a special program, you can also copy files from a data archive to a
DVD disc. Any copying and distribution of this content is permitted only with an active link to the uniton.io source. No part of the website may be reproduced in any form or by any means on social networks or printed media without attribution to the original source uniton-io.com. Uniton.js - the whole world of cryptocurrencies in one
portal. Our team has been trading cryptocurrencies for over 3 years. We also cooperate with other traders. News, independent analytics, articles and trading recommendations are exclusively copyrighted. ICO and synchronous trading services are among the best on the market. You do not need to be a professional in stock trading, we take
care of all this. To apply to participate in Sync Trade, please register or log in to your personal account.
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